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1) Abstract

Every clinical study should have prospective plans for how data will be collected, processed and stored. Likewise, every study should have defined data elements and objective evidence of how data were processed. This chapter outlines the purpose of, and regulatory basis for, such documentation in the form of a Data Management Plan (DMP). Although the clinical data manager (CDM) may not personally prepare all sections of the data management plan, he or she is often responsible for assuring that comprehensive data documentation exists.

After reading this chapter, the reader should understand:
- The purpose of and regulatory basis for the DMP
- The contents and organization of the DMP
- Creation and maintenance of the DMP

2) Introduction

Although a study protocol contains the overall clinical plan for a study, separate plans such as organizational standard operating procedures (SOPs), work instructions, and study specific documentation, are necessary to fully specify study conduct, data collection, management, and analysis. Study specific details are often covered in site operations manuals, monitoring plans, DMPs, and Statistical Analysis Plans (SAPs). Compilation of necessary documentation in discipline-specific or functional plans is an approach to organizing and maintaining the essential documentation for a clinical study. A DMP comprehensively documents data and its handling from definition, collection and processing to final archival or disposal. A thorough DMP provides a road map for handling data under foreseeable circumstances and also establishes processes for dealing with unforeseen issues.

Plans for data management have been variously named and composed since their early uses. Common variations include DMPs, data handling plans or data handling protocols. Likewise, specific components of data management have been described in more narrowly scoped documents including research data security plans, data sharing plans, manuals of procedures, and manuals of operations, that cover some but not all aspects of the data lifecycle in a clinical study. The Society for Clinical Data Management (SCDM)
defines a DMP as a compilation of, or index to, comprehensive documentation of data definition, collection and processing, archival, and disposal, sufficient to support reconstruction of the data handling portion of a clinical study. Reconstruction may involve tracing data values in result tables, listings or figures back to their origin or vice versa.

Although not focused on data management, the Greenberg report (1967) first highlighted the need for monitoring and controlling performance in large multi-center clinical studies. (Greenberg 1988) A 1981 article was the first noted call for “a detailed procedures manual describing all aspects of data intake and processing procedures” and description of such a document serving the multiple purposes of a manual for personnel to increase consistency of work, a guide to evaluate the procedures and a tool to assess adherence to the procedures (Knatterund 1981). The Association for Clinical Data Management (ACDM), in 1996, published the first resource for data management planning titled ACDM Guidelines to Facilitate Production of a Data Handling Protocol. In 1995, a collection of five review papers documenting current practice in collection and management of data for clinical studies was published as a special issue of Controlled Clinical Trials (now Clinical Trials). This compendium was the first focused attention in the literature on data collection and management methodology including procedures and documentation (McBride and Singer 1995). In recognition of most industry sponsors approaching comprehensive data documentation through compilation in documents called DMPs, SCDM published the initial version of the Data Management Plan chapter in the GCDMP in 2008.

In the past two decades, pressure to share research data and results has increased, as has focus on research reproducibility and replication. Accordingly, public and private research sponsoring of, and regulatory interest in, data management planning and associated documentation has increased. Correspondingly, review and synthesis of DMP requirements in various disciplines and sectors have appeared in the literature. (Jones et al., 2011, Knight 2012, Brand 2015, Williams 2017) Most notably, Brand et al., reviewed DMPs from several therapeutic development companies and academic research institutions and published a guideline for writing an SOP for DMP creation and maintenance. Williams et al., on the other hand, broadly reviewed research sponsor DMP requirements with an emphasis on data definition, collection, processing and traceability. Today, most industry sponsors, and many federal and foundation funders, of clinical studies require DMPs in some form. DMPs and an associated data management report are required by the Chinese FDA. (cFDA 2016)

The DMP itself is not always a required document. However, the DMP, as defined by the SCDM, contains information that “individually and collectively permit evaluation of the conduct of a trial and the quality of the data produced” (ICH E6 R2 section 8.0). Documents containing this information are considered essential documents (ICH E6 R2 section 8.0). As such, in audits and inspections the compliance of the described procedures and the degree to which they were followed are commonly assessed.
3) Scope

ICH E6 R2 states that trial sponsors should “implement a system to manage quality throughout all stages of the trial process” and goes on to specify that quality management includes tools and procedures for data collection and processing (ICH E6 R2 2018, SS 5.0). The documentation describing those tools and procedures are a main component of a DMP. This chapter presents the DMP as an approach to organizing and maintaining comprehensive data management documentation for a clinical study. Such documentation generally specifies the following: data definition and formatting; how data are collected, processed and stored; computer systems used to collect, process and store data; defines technical and procedural controls through which data integrity and traceability are realized; and provides documentation supporting further data use. The DMP itself may contain the aforementioned elements or serve as a central point of reference to relevant documentation.

Initiated during study planning, the DMP spans the data lifecycle from collection to archival or disposal. The documentation comprising the DMP is frequently updated during a study, and serves as documentation for the data upon completion of the study. As such, the chapter defines the contents of a DMP as well as maintenance of DMP contents as controlled documents.

The scope of this chapter does not include foundational knowledge or skills for making data management design decisions or documenting them in the DMP for a study. Operations and information engineering and design skills, such as ensuring that all aspects of the trial are operationally feasible; avoiding unnecessary complexity, procedures, and data collection; and ensuring human subject protection and the capability of data to support trial results, are the culmination of the highest level of data management practice. These processes require deep knowledge and command of the underlying theories, principles, concepts and methods from the multiple disciplines informing clinical data management practice. Data management skills and experience may be obtained through formal education, experience in the practice of clinical data management, relevant professional development, or some combination thereof.

This chapter outlines topics currently considered necessary for a DMP or equivalent documentation. Each DMP topic is named, defined and labeled with the level of evidence supporting its necessity. Further, each topic states the data manager’s level of professional responsibility. For example, is the Data Manager responsible for designing and implementing the technical and procedural controls described in the topic? Is the task accomplished collaboratively with other clinical study functions, or is it the data manager’s role to ensure that procedures created by others are in place and escalate gaps? In addition, each section describes in what stage of the study the documentation should be available and the clinical study functions to which the documentation should be available.
It is difficult and often not feasible to consolidate all data documentation for a study into one document. Thus, as the comprehensive documentation of data collection and management for a study, the DMP often: (1) references, and may briefly summarize, higher level procedures such as organizational SOPs that apply to all studies; (2) may contain or reference study-specific procedures for data collection and handling or; (3) may contain or reference procedures describing how objective evidence of data collection and processing is generated and maintained. The latter indicates the degree to which data collection and handling procedures were followed during a study. The recommendations in the DMP Contents section of this chapter explicitly state which of the following is recommended.

Where organizational procedures governing processes across all projects do NOT exist, all procedures in the organization are study-specific. In this case, study-specific procedures including the DMP bear the burden of documenting all data collection and handling procedures for a study, including specification of the objective evidence documenting to what degree those procedures were followed during a study (Figure 1). The scenario where organizational procedures governing data collection and handling processes across all projects DO NOT exist is expected to occur in organizations that do not conduct many studies or at organizations at low Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI™) levels with respect to data collection and handling for clinical studies.

On the other hand, where organizational procedures exist and govern processes across all projects, two scenarios exist. In scenario one, organizational procedures exist and DO NOT allow for study-specific modifications (Figure 1). In this case, all data collected and managed by the organization is handled uniformly by the same processes. Organizational procedures bear the burden of documenting all data collection and handling procedures for a study including specification of the objective evidence documenting to what degree those procedures were followed during a study. Also in this case, study-specific procedures are not allowed or may require documented deviations from organizational procedures. In scenario two, organizational procedures also exist and DO allow for study-specific modification (Figure 1). In this situation, the DMP references, and may briefly summarize in a few sentences, organizational procedures AND the DMP either contains or references study-specific procedures including specification of the objective evidence documenting to what degree those procedures were followed during a study.

Figure 1: Documentation Scenarios for Data Collection and Management
The documentation enumerated in this chapter as contained in, or referenced by, the DMP are those considered required by regulation, by guidance or by the chapter writing group to ensure that data are capable of supporting study conclusions and that their documentation will support reconstruction of data handling (ICH E6 R2 8.0). Consolidation of such documentation in, or as, a DMP is one of multiple possible approaches to meet these requirements. The documentation should be considered required; use of the DMP as an approach to such, except in countries such as China where explicitly required, is merely a recommendation. The intent of ICH E6 can certainly be met with other approaches.

4) Minimum Standards

In regions where required by regulation such as China, existence of a Data Management Plan is a minimum standard. (cFDA 2016) SCDM since 2008 and the DIA Clinical Data Management Community (CDMC) since 2015 have advocated compilation of (such) documentation in a DMP. While the intent and required documentation in a DMP are similar, many country regulations and regulatory guidances require the component documentation without specifying that they be compiled in a DMP. In such regions, the required component documentation are the minimum standards. In addition to local requirements, documentation should be compiled that consider the requirements of the regulatory bodies of the regions where study results will be submitted.

The International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) E6 addendum contains several passages particularly relevant to the documentation of data collection and management.
Section 2.8 states that, “Each individual involved in conducting a trial should be qualified by education, training, and experience to perform his or her respective tasks.”

Section 2.10 states that, “All clinical trial information should be recorded, handled, and stored in a way that allows its accurate reporting, interpretation, and verification.”

Section 4.9.0 states that, “The investigator/institution should maintain adequate and accurate source documents and trial records that include all pertinent observations on each of the site's trial subjects. Source data should be attributable, legible, contemporaneous, original, accurate, and complete. Changes to source data should be traceable, should not obscure the original entry, and should be explained if necessary (e.g., via an audit trail).”

Section 4.9.2 states that, “Data reported on the CRF, that are derived from source documents, should be consistent with the source documents or the discrepancies should be explained.”

Section 5.0 in the following passage recommends use of quality management systems and advocates risk management.

“The sponsor should implement a system to manage quality throughout all stages of the trial process.

Sponsors should focus on trial activities essential to ensuring human subject protection and the reliability of trial results. Quality management includes the design of efficient clinical trial protocols, tools, and procedures for data collection and processing, as well as the collection of information that is essential to decision making.

The methods used to assure and control the quality of the trial should be proportionate to the risks inherent in the trial and the importance of the information collected. The sponsor should ensure that all aspects of the trial are operationally feasible and should avoid unnecessary complexity, procedures, and data collection. Protocols, case report forms (CRFs), and other operational documents should be clear, concise, and consistent.

The quality management system should use a risk-based approach.”

Section 5.0.1 further advocates a process-oriented quality management system approach stating that, “During protocol development the Sponsor should identify processes and data that are critical to ensure human subject protection and the reliability of trial results.”

Section 5.1.1 further states that, “The sponsor is responsible for implementing and maintaining quality assurance and quality control systems with written SOPs to ensure that trials are conducted and data are generated, documented (recorded), and reported in compliance with the protocol, GCP, and the applicable regulatory requirement(s).”
Section 5.1.2 protects access to source data and documents; “The sponsor is responsible for securing agreement from all involved parties to ensure direct access (see section 1.21) to all trial-related sites, source data/documents, and reports for the purpose of monitoring and auditing by the sponsor, and inspection by domestic and foreign regulatory authorities.”

Section 5.1.3 states that, “Quality control should be applied to each stage of data handling to ensure that all data are reliable and have been processed correctly.”

Section 5.5.1 refers to qualifications of study personnel and states that, “The sponsor should appropriately qualified individuals to supervise the overall conduct of the trial, to handle the data, to verify the data to conduct the statistical analyses, and to prepare the trial reports.”

Section 5.5.3 concerns validation of computerized systems and states that, “When using electronic trial data handling and/or remote electronic trial data systems, the sponsor should, a) Ensure and document that the electronic data processing system(s) conforms to the sponsor's established requirements for completeness, accuracy, reliability, and consistent intended performance (i.e., validation).”

Section 5.5.3 states that validation of computer systems should be risk-based. “The sponsor should base their approach to validation of such systems on a risk assessment that takes into consideration the intended use of the system and the potential of the system to affect human subject protection and reliability of trial results.”

Section 5.5.3 states that validation of computer systems should be risk-based. “The sponsor should base their approach to validation of such systems on a risk assessment that takes into consideration the intended use of the system and the potential of the system to affect human subject protection and reliability of trial results.”

Section 5.5.3 The c-h introductory statement enumerates topics that should be covered in SOPs. “The SOPs should cover system setup, installation, and use. The SOPs should describe system validation and functionality testing, data collection and handling, system maintenance, system security measures, change control, data backup, recovery, contingency planning, and decommissioning.”

Section 5.5.4 concerns traceability and states that, “If data are transformed during processing, it should always be possible to compare the original data and observations with the processed data.”

Section 8.0 states that documents that “individually and collectively permit evaluation of the conduct of a trial and the quality of the data produced” are considered essential documents (ICH E6) and shall be maintained as controlled documents. Title 21 CFR Part 11 also states regulatory requirements for traceability, training and qualification of personnel and validation of computer systems used in clinical trials. Requirements in 21 CFR Part 11 Subpart B are stated as controls for closed systems (21 CFR Part 11 § 11.10), controls for open systems (21 CFR Part 11 § 11.30), Signature manifestations (21 CFR Part 11 § 11.50), Signature/record linking (21 CFR Part 11 § 11.70). Requirements for electronic signatures are stated in in 21 CFR Part 11 Subpart C.
Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) ‘GXP’ Data Integrity Guidance and Definitions guidance provides considerations and regulatory interpretation of requirements for data integrity, such as:

Section 3.4. “Organisations are expected to implement, design and operate a documented system that provides an acceptable state of control based on the data integrity risk with supporting rationale. An example of a suitable approach is to perform a data integrity risk assessment (DIRA) where the processes that produce data or where data is obtained are mapped out and each of the formats and their controls are identified and the data criticality and inherent risks documented.”

Section 5.1 “Systems and processes should be designed in a way that facilitates compliance with the principles of data integrity.”

Section 6.4 “Data integrity is the degree to which data are complete, consistent, accurate, trustworthy, reliable and that these characteristics of the data are maintained throughout the data life cycle. The data should be collected and maintained in a secure manner, so that they are attributable, legible, contemporaneously recorded, original (or a true copy) and accurate”

Section 6.9 “There should be adequate traceability of any user-defined parameters used within data processing activities to the raw data, including attribution to who performed the activity.”

The General Principles of Software Validation; Final Guidance for Industry and FDA Staff (2002) points out a few relevant guidelines regarding proper documentation expected of software utilized in a clinical trial, such as:

Section 2.4 “All production and/or quality system software, even if purchased off-the-shelf, should have documented requirements that fully define its intended use, and information against which testing results and other evidence can be compared, to show that the software is validated for its intended use.”

Section 4.7 (Software Validation After a Change), “Whenever software is changed, a validation analysis should be conducted not just for validation of the individual change, but also to determine the extent and impact of that change on the entire software system”

Section 5.2.2 “Software requirement specifications should identify clearly the potential hazards that can result from a software failure in the system as well as any safety requirements to be implemented in software.”

Good Manufacturing Practice Medicinal Products for Human and Veterinary Use (Volume 4, Annex 11): Computerised Systems (2011) provides the following guidelines when using computerized systems in clinical trials:
Section 1.0 “Risk management should be applied throughout the lifecycle of the computerised system taking into account patient safety, data integrity and product quality. As part of a risk management system, decisions on the extent of validation and data integrity controls should be based on a justified and documented risk assessment of the computerised system.”

Section 4.2 “Validation documentation should include change control records (if applicable) and reports on any deviations observed during the validation process.”

Section 4.5 “The regulated user should take all reasonable steps, to ensure that the system has been developed in accordance with an appropriate quality management system.”

Section 7.1 “Data should be secured by both physical and electronic means against damage. Stored data should be checked for accessibility, readability and accuracy. Access to data should be ensured throughout the retention period.”

Section 7.2 “Regular back-ups of all relevant data should be done. Integrity and accuracy of backup data and the ability to restore the data should be checked during validation and monitored periodically.”

Section 9.0 “Consideration should be given, based on a risk assessment, to building into the system the creation of a record of all GMP-relevant changes and deletions (a system generated "audit trail"). For change or deletion of GMP-relevant data the reason should be documented. Audit trails need to be available and convertible to a generally intelligible form and regularly reviewed.”

Section 10.0 “Any changes to a computerised system including system configurations should only be made in a controlled manner in accordance with a defined procedure.”

GAMP 5: A Risk-based Approach to Compliant GxP Computerized Systems (2008) suggests scaling activities related to computerized systems with a focus on patient safety, product quality and data integrity. It provides the following guidelines relevant to GxP regulated computerized systems including systems used to collect and process clinical trial data:

Section 2.1.1 states that, “Efforts to ensure fitness for intended use should focus on those aspects that are critical to patient safety, product quality, and data integrity. These critical aspects should be identified, specified, and verified.”

Section 4.2 “The rigor of traceability activities and the extent of documentation should be based on risk, complexity, and novelty, for example a non-configured product may require traceability only between requirements and testing.”
Section 4.2 “The documentation or process used to achieve traceability should be documented and approved during the planning stage, and should be an integrated part of the complete life cycle.”

Section 4.3.4.1 “Change management is a critical activity that is fundamental to maintaining the compliant status of systems and processes. All changes that are proposed during the operational phase of a computerized system, whether related to software (including middleware), hardware, infrastructure, or use of the system, should be subject to a formal change control process (see Appendix 07 for guidance on replacements). This process should ensure that proposed changes are appropriately reviewed to assess impact and risk of implementing the change. The process should ensure that changes are suitably evaluated, authorized, documented, tested, and approved before implementation, and subsequently closed.”

Section 4.3.6.1 “Processes and procedures should be established to ensure that backup copies of software, records, and data are made, maintained, and retained for a defined period within safe and secure areas.”

Section 4.3.6.2 “Critical business processes and systems supporting these processes should be identified and the risks to each assessed. Plans should be established and exercised to ensure the timely and effective resumption of these critical business processes and systems.”

Section 5.3.1.1 “The initial risk assessment should include a decision on whether the system is GxP regulated (i.e., a GxP assessment). If so, the specific regulations should be listed, and to which parts of the system they are applicable. For similar systems, and to avoid unnecessary work, it may be appropriate to base the GxP assessment on the results of a previous assessment, provided the regulated company has an appropriate established procedure.”

Section 5.3.1.2 “The initial risk assessment should determine the overall impact that the computerized system may have on patient safety, product quality, and data integrity due to its role within the business processes. This should take into account both the complexity of the process, and the complexity, novelty, and use of the system.”

The FDA guidance, Use of Electronic Health Record Data in Clinical Investigations, emphasizes that data sources should be documented and that source data and documents be retained in compliance with 21 CFR 312.62(c) and 812.140(d).

Section V.A states that, “Sponsors should include in their data management plan a list of EHR systems used by each clinical investigation site in the clinical investigation” and that, “Sponsors should document the manufacturer, model number, and version number of the EHR system and whether the EHR system is certified by ONC”.
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Section V.I states that, “Clinical investigators must retain all paper and electronic source documents (e.g., originals or certified copies) and records as required to be maintained in compliance with 21 CFR 312.62(c) and 812.140(d)”.

Similarly, the FDA’s guidance on electronic source data used in clinical investigations recommends that all data sources at each site be identified.

Section III.A states that, “A list of all authorized data originators (i.e., persons, systems, devices, and instruments) should be developed and maintained by the sponsor and made available at each clinical site. In the case of electronic, patient-reported outcome measures, the subject (e.g., unique subject identifier) should be listed as the originator.”

As such, we state the following minimum standards for the creation, maintenance and implementation of Data Management Plans.

- The DMP or equivalent documentation should identify all data sources for a clinical study. [I]
- The DMP or equivalent documentation should identify risks to data integrity and evidence their evaluation, control, communication, review and reporting. [I]
- The DMP or equivalent documentation should outline procedures for collection, handling and quality management of critical data, including use of computerized systems; these procedures shall exist prior to enrollment of the first subject and throughout the clinical study. [I]
- Computer systems, software and processes used in collection, handling, or storage of data shall maintain traceability of study data. [I]
- The DMP or equivalent documentation shall list computerized systems or software used in the clinical study and reference or contain the following: 1) validation plans with results showing the intended use of the system or software 2) risk management plans identifying potential hazards, their impact and how risks will be managed 3) the change control process and 4) and procedures for data security, access and backup. [I]
- The DMP or equivalent documentation shall outline responsibilities of study personnel and evidence their qualification to perform those duties through education, training and experience. [I]
- The DMP or equivalent documentation should be maintained as a controlled document/s. [I]

5) Best Practices

- The DMP should support organizational compliance with applicable regulations and oversight agencies [V] (Brand 2015);
- The DMP should specify all operations performed on data [V] (Brand 2015);
The DMP should be developed in collaboration with involvement from clinical and statistical operations, project management and scientific study leadership [V] (De Leeuw 1999);

The procedure for creating a DMP should be documented in a company or institution’s SOP [V] (Brand 2015);

An organizational DMP template should be used to ensure consistency and standardization across all projects [V] (Brand 2015);

The topics listed in this chapter should be documented in, or referenced by, the DMP [V];

As essential documents, documentation of data collection, processing and management should be managed as controlled documents [I];

As a reference or job aid for study personnel, the DMP should be concise and written in plain language [VI];

Ensure that an approved version of the DMP is completed prior to starting on the work it describes [V] (De Leeuw 1999);

The DMP should be reviewed at least annually to ensure that it remains current throughout the study [VI].

6) Purpose of the DMP

The DMP serves multiple purposes. First and foremost, the DMP comprehensively documents the collection and handling of the data such that every operation performed on data from the time it is collected until finalized as part of a dataset for analysis is attributable and can be reconstructed. (Brand 2015, Williams 2017) The documentation in conjunction with the SAP enables others to follow a data point in a clinical study report all the way back to the source. As comprehensive documentation of data collection and processing, the DMP may be audited to determine regulatory compliance and adherence to the documented processes. Such audits or inspections usually include review of SOPs, training records, and the DMP (Prokscha 2012) as well as review of actual data.

Procedures for data collection and processing also serve as a reference and job aid for personnel performing data collection and management tasks to promote consistency of the work. As a reference or job aid, the DMP should be clear, concise and consistent. Further, creation, review and approval of the DMP can help build consensus on processes as well as serve as a reference for those depending on, but not directly performing, data collection and management tasks.

Organizational procedures for creation and maintenance of the DMP help ensure that the organizational interpretation of regulation is translated into processes and daily work practices. As such, the DMP is an instrument to ensure compliance with regulations and sponsor requirements. Similarly, the DMP supplements organizational SOPs with documentation of study-specific processes.
Processes describe the method by which data are collected and managed; procedures comprising the DMP are the mechanism by which data quality is achieved. Through stated roles and responsibilities for data management tasks, the DMP establishes accountability and attribution for actions taken on the data. It is therefore critical that the DMP is agreed upon by appropriate study team members on data management processes and procedures to be followed from study initiation until the end of the study conduct.

7) Creation and Maintenance

The DMP is the documented result of decisions about data definition, collection, processing and storage that have been made as the study workflow and data flow were designed. This section assumes that these operational design decisions have been made. Likewise, because availability of resources, (e.g., skills, technology, timeline and budget constraints, and design decisions) have impact on a number of project-related components, they must be fairly well characterized early in the design process.

a) Information needed before a DMP can be drafted

Knowledge of applicable regulations and sponsor requirements must exist to support creation of the DMP and such requirements should be referenced in the DMP. Because the DMP must address data required by the study protocol and be consistent with the overall operational plan, the data-related portions of these important inputs should be fairly mature prior to starting a DMP and complete prior to finalizing the initial version of the DMP. For work done under contract, the DMP should be consistent with the scope of work. All of these are inputs to the creation of the DMP.

The DMP is often written over time as design decisions are made and as other inputs become available or more mature. Organizations differ with respect to degree of finalization of DMP inputs prior to initiating contents of the DMP. Common information used as input to the DMP are listed in Table 1. When to initiate a DMP is a risk-based decision. Starting before crucial inputs are stable risks more re-work for the potential benefit of an earlier completion date. However, the DMP should be drafted during the planning phase of a study and approved prior to commencement of the work described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Information Used as Input to a DMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulation, regulatory guidance and other sponsor requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database standards being considered for use including database structure, formats, or code lists, should be available.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The final, or close-to-final, study protocol including, a study schedule of events, should be available.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to, and input into, the study timeline and budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For data management services done under contract, a scope of work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External data sources such as central and core labs, ePRO data, pharmacokinetic data, and data from devices or samples to be tracked and banked should be available.*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data processing and enhancement needs such as follow-up on safety events, medical coding, or review of protocol deviations, should be decided.*

Work and data flow definition and design decisions have largely been made, or are described, in organizational SOPs. The SAP should be drafted such that interim analyses and endpoints are specified.*

*Adapted from Brand et al., 2015

b) Approach for format and structure of the DMP

DMPs have been implemented as single comprehensive documents as well as pointers to documents. The DMP may contain or reference the procedures for data collection and handing. If the latter approach is followed, procedures should be in place to ensure that the correct version or links are referenced. For example, when risk assessment is documented in other study documentation, respective reference should be included in the DMP. Documentation maintained elsewhere such as a study protocol or Trial Master File (TMF) should not be redundantly described in the DMP. A DMP that relies on and references information documented elsewhere will still be referred to here as the DMP.

The DMP should be written in a manner that can be effectively used as a job aid and work reference. Thus, process documentation should be concise and written in clear language that is easily understood and followed. (ICH E6 R2)

c) The DMP as a controlled document

Documentation of data collection, processing and management are essential documents (ICH E6 R2) and as such should be subject to document control. With respect to data management, the purpose of document control is to ensure that everyone uses the current version of procedures and that procedures used to collect and process a data value can be identified.

Components of document control (Table 2) include: designation of responsibility for DMP related activities; review and approval; change control and; communication of updates. (ISO 9001, 2015) Because the DMP is used as a reference and job aid throughout the project, it should be up-to-date and available to study team members as needed. (ISO 9001, 2015) Document control practices should adequately protect the organization from loss of confidentiality, consequences of improper use, or loss of documentation integrity through the following: constraining DMP distribution, access, retrieval and use; protection from unintended alterations; storage and preservation including preservation of human readability; change control/version control and; DMP retention and disposition. (ISO 9001, 2015) Inclusion of a revision history in the DMP will aid in the recreation of changes to procedures if necessary. DMPs, or DMP components of external origin, should be controlled in a manner equivalent to those produced internally. The DMP should be archived at the conclusion of the trial, along with the data and other study documentation. (ICH E6 R2)


Table 2: Elements of Document Control Applicable to Data Management Plans

| • Identification and description of the DMP: title; date; version; author; study; unique document identifier; |
| • Format: template for the DMP; standard sections; |
| • Review and approval criteria and processes; |
| • Protection from unintended alterations; |
| • Distribution, access, retrieval and use; |
| • Storage and preservation, including preservation of human readability; |
| • Change or version control; |
| • DMP retention and disposition. |

Adapted from ISO 9001.

The DMP describes study data and data-related procedures that may change during the study. For example, protocol amendments may require collection of new data or changes to data collection procedures. Changes by external data providers, such as central labs, may alter the frequency or format of incoming data; thus, the DMP and associated organizational and study-specific procedures should be considered living documentation throughout the active phase of a study and, should adhere to aforementioned document control practices, and capture changes to data and data-related procedures that occur during the study.

Individuals with expertise in statistics, clinical operations, project management, or data management, commonly have review responsibility or approval authority for DMPs. The actual roles will differ from organization to organization. The work detailed in the DMP should not begin until required approvals have been obtained.

8) DMP Contents

a) Documentation of Approval

As a controlled document, all versions of the DMP or components thereof should carry an indication of approval on each version.

b) Definitions & Acronyms

Definitions of words not common in everyday use or not familiar to individuals in other disciplines, such as clinical operations or statistics, should be listed and defined in a Definitions and Acronyms section of the DMP or in component documentation.

c) Protocol Summary

A reference to where the current version of the protocol can be accessed or a brief description of the protocol should be included in the DMP. If included, a brief description might contain a statement of the therapeutic area, disease under study,
type of study, the primary and secondary objectives of the study, as well as safety parameters. The DMP should reflect the current version of the protocol.

d) Scope of data management operations covered by the DMP

This section of the DMP should state which study stages, data, and activities are covered by the DMP. For example, in the case of multiple organizations, each organization may have a DMP covering the operations performed within that organization. (Prokscha 2012) The scope section should reflect the nature and intent of the DMP as comprehensively documenting all operations performed on data.

e) Data sources

The DMP should address all data sources for a study. (Knatterund 1981) Both data flow, the path through which the data travel, and workflow, the tasks performed by humans and machines, should be graphically represented in the DMP or component documentation. Use of standard symbols and conventions help ensure that diagrams are well-formed and professional. Using two separate diagrams ensures that both the data and workflow are completely represented. (Zozus 2017). Data flow and workflow diagrams should cover data sources to the final database.

f) Personnel

The personnel section of the DMP should list, or reference a list of, project personnel, duration of their association with the project, their roles, responsibilities, training and other qualifications (ICH E6 R2 4.1.5. 5.5.1, 5.5.3 e).

g) Risk Identification and Management

Whether a risk-based approach is used or not, the DMP should include the identification of processes and data that are critical to ensure human subject protection and the reliability of trial results (ICH E6 R2 5.0.1). Individual Project Risk is defined as “an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on one or more project objectives” such as scope, schedule, cost, or quality. (PMBOK, 6th ed., 2017). ICH E6 R2 states that the sponsor, “should identify risks to critical trial processes and data” at “both the system level (e.g., standard operating procedures, computerized, systems, and personnel) and clinical trial level (e.g., trial design, data collection, and informed consent process)” (ICH E6 R2 5.0.2). Evaluation of risks should take into account the likelihood of hazards, their potential impact, and their detectability (ICH E6 R2 5.0.3). The risk identification and management section is included in the DMP because data managers are unique to each project team for their knowledge and experience to support identification and management of risk to data quality and integrity.
Figure 2 shows the high-level movement of data for the study. The central process in Figure 2 is the clinical investigational sites enrolling and managing patients in the conduct of the study. This process generates source documents, blood samples for three separate analyses, and ultimately data. The study is testing a new bedside lab test on a cartridge. Aliquot 1 of the blood draw is sent to the local lab for immediate analysis. Aliquot 2 is pipetted directly onto the tested device, the result of which is available to the site and entered on the eCRF. Aliquot 3 is sent to a High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) core lab for independent analysis, the result of which is data that are imported directly into the study database. The site enters data on the eCRF, including the results from aliquot 2. The site also generates source documents that are sent to the data center for central review and independent adjudication. The data from adjudication are entered into the study database.

h) Project management

The project management section of the DMP should enumerate data-related deliverables, milestones, timelines, tasks required to meet the timelines, the responsible individuals and other resources required. A communication and escalation plan are commonly included, as is a description of how progress and quality will be measured, tracked and controlled. These topics are covered in the Project Management Chapter of the GCDMP.
Figure 3 illustrates a high-level workflow with respect to data collection and management for the same study as in the previous figure – testing a new cartridge-based bedside lab test. After a patient is enrolled, usually on admission to the Emergency Room or hospital, the baseline visit (day 0) occurs at which time blood is drawn. The blood draw is split into three aliquots: the sample from Aliquot 1 is sent to the local lab for analysis, after which the site enters the data into the eCRF; the sample from Aliquot 2 is pipetted directly onto the test device which is read by the site, with the resulting data being entered by the site onto the CRF; the sample from Aliquot 3 is sent to the HPLC core lab for processing after which the data are sent electronically and imported into the Electronic Data Capture (EDC) system. The hospitalization continues and standard care is rendered. For the condition under study, hospitalization commonly lasts from 0 to 7 days. The study outcome is assessed at day 21 after which source documents required by the protocol are sent to the data center for adjudication; the adjudication data are entered by independent adjudicators directly into the EDC system. Once entered into the EDC system, data are checked for discrepancies. Discrepant values are resolved with the source of the data (either the site or the HPLC core lab). After all discrepancies are resolved, data for the patient are locked.

i) CRF

The DMP should describe or reference the CRF and form completion guideline development process (ref CRF and form guideline chapters). All study forms and form completion guidelines should be included in this section. Forms and form completion guidelines may be included as mock-ups, screen shots, data definition spreadsheets used to generate study forms, or pointers to such information. Personnel working on the study at clinical investigational sites and at the coordinating center need access to this information in the course of their daily work thus it should be readily available. The CRFs, form completion guidelines and data dictionaries should be managed as
controlled documents (ICH E6 R2 8.0). Post go-live changes are common and there may be a need to provide and enforce current version use as well as view-only access to previous versions. (Prokscha 2012). In the planning stage of a study, the forms and form completion guidelines are used as a reference while other operational parts of the study are designed. During the active data collection and management phase, the forms and form completion guidelines serve as a reference for how data are collected and recorded for sites, monitors, data managers, statisticians and others. After completion of the study, the forms and form completion guidelines document data collection and recording and provide a record of all changes to data collection and recording procedures.

j)  Data definition

The DMP should document or reference complete data definitions. The data management case study from the International World Health Organization Antenatal Care Trial describes their pragmatic approach to data definition and harmonization of data from multiple countries:

... all [form] questions are defined. Each question or study variable definition includes an identification label, data type, length, a range or list of acceptable values, and optionally, labels for defined values. In addition, study variables may be combined to define consistency rules. The complete set of variable definitions for a computer file is referred to as a data dictionary. Owing to the specificity of each site, data dictionaries and SOPs may differ in some minor points. (Pinol 1998).

While this is an older example, the components of data definition have not changed, and for a small number of studies, sophisticated systems for managing data definitions are not required. However, data definition should be considered an essential document (ICH E6 R2 8.0), and as such, it should be documented, maintained over time and made available to appropriate individuals.

Complete data definition should include complete specification of each data element (Zozus 2017). A data element is a question/answer format pair and is the smallest meaningful unit of data collection, exchange and use. The DMP should contain or reference the definition for each data element used in the study. Components of complete data element definition (Table 3) include conceptual and operational definitions, a unique identifier or name, a data type, some specification of valid values, and a mapping of each data element to where it is stored. Note that the format in which data are stored during the active phase may differ from that in which data are archived or shared in the inactive phase. Mapping to both formats is necessary but the latter may be done prior to archival rather than at study start.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Components of Data Element Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual and operational descriptions. If the operational definition does not include a prompt for questions from CRF pages or questionnaires, the prompt should be documented.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where standard data elements are used these definitions can be referenced rather than restated. Derived data elements should include in their operational definition the algorithm used for calculation or a pointer to the algorithm.

It is common to collect a few hundred or more data elements for a study. Thus, applying a unique identifier by which the data elements can be managed and organized is helpful.

Data elements should be labeled with a data type. The data type facilitates processing the data values as well as understanding additional and necessary definitional information.

Valid values for each data element should be specified. Discrete data elements should be accompanied by a list of the valid values with conceptual and operational definitions for each valid value. These should include References to controlled terminology standards used. Continuous data elements should be accompanied by their unit of measure, statement of the range or other limits on valid values, and precision.


Data elements developed through or referenced by the FDA’s Therapeutic Area Data Standards Program should be considered when they match a study’s needs. In fact, sponsors whose studies start after Dec. 17, 2016, must submit data in the data formats supported by FDA (FDA 2018a) and listed in the FDA Data Standards Catalog (FDA 2018b). This applies to New Drug Applications (NDAs), Biological Licensing Applications (BLAs), Abbreviated New Drug Applications (ANDAs), and subsequent submissions to these types of applications. Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) Clinical Data Acquisition Standards Harmonization (CDASH), CDISC and Health Level Seven (HL7) data exchange standards and controlled terminology standards accepted or required by the FDA are listed in the catalog.

k) Data mapping

The mapping of each data element to the database or other structure in which the data are stored or made available for use should be provided. In clinical research, this has often been accomplished using an annotated CRF. An annotated CRF is a copy of the data collection form overlaid with data element names, some components of data definition such as data type and valid values, logical storage location and format. While there are other methods equivalent from a data perspective, the annotated CRF has the added advantage of also providing a visual representation and thus has long been used in clinical studies to document and share this mapping. Alternatively, data element definitions can be documented in a spreadsheet. Annotation in the spreadsheet format is less time consuming, while graphical annotation is easier to read for those who are not familiar with database specifications. Regardless of the form chosen for data element definition, the annotated CRF should identify the following:

- Database tables, files or datasets that will store data from a corresponding field;
Variable or column names in which data will be stored;
- Metadata such as visit labels, e.g., Baseline, Day 30, Visit 2, or CRF section titles;
- If applicable, additional variables used to store pre-printed or implicit information (such as subject identification data, CRF page number, trial period, line or sequence numbers in lists, etc.).

Upon availability of the final clinical trial protocol version, final versions of CRF, subject diaries, questionnaires and other data collection forms, the clinical data manager, in collaboration with the statistician prepares the annotated CRF or equivalent mapping documentation. This mapping serves as a resource to all study team members and external parties using or inspecting study data.

1) Data transformation

Organizations tend to transform study data to facilitate data processing and analysis at different stages of the study. Transformation of data for example to the CDISC Submission Data Tabulation Model (SDTM) and to Analysis Data Model (ADaM) based datasets is common and encouraged by regulatory agencies. (FDA 2018a) When data are transformed during the active phase of the study, transformations should be documented clearly mapping the source and the destination data elements. Annotated CRFs for datasets such as SDTM and ADaM are commonly created for this purpose. The DMP should define or reference the transformations of data and respective documentation of different data structures.

Finally, to ensure that when there are changes such as data elements added, changed, or no longer collected, the documentation of data definition should be updated and the updates should be tracked. Thus, data definition is not a one-time activity but to support traceability, must be maintained throughout the study.

m) Traceability

Traceability permits an understanding of the relationships between the analysis results (tables, listings and figures in the study report), analysis datasets, tabulation datasets, and source data. (FDA Study Data Technical Conformance Guide). For example, ICH E6 R2 4.9.0, 4.9.3, and 5.5.3 clearly state that “all changes to data should be documented,” that such documentation “allows reconstruction of the course of events” and recommends use of audit trails (ICH E6 R2 4.9.0, 4.9.3, and 5.5.3). Regulations such as 21CFR11 specify technical controls for aspects of traceability relevant to changes to data values (FDA Title 21 CFR, part 11). The DMP should describe how traceability is maintained through all operations performed on data, such as transcription, database updates, and transformation of data from raw database to SDTM datasets as well as from SDTM datasets to ADaM datasets.
n) **System Access and Privileges**

Because traceability requires attribution, the DMP should list or reference procedures for assignment of and tracking access to and privileges in data systems including the time period for which the access and privileges are active during the study. System access and privileges within systems used to manage clinical data are typically role-based. The DMP should define or reference documentation of the actual user access and privileges for a study. Procedures for periodic review of user access, to ensure system privileges are up to date, should also be referenced, or stated directly, in the DMP.

o) **Data systems used and their version(s) of each system used**

All systems used to process data collected in the study, should be listed in or referenced by the DMP. When management or hosting of information systems used for conduct of a clinical study is the responsibility of a vendor or other external party, the DMP should describe or reference organizational procedures for assuring that vendors are capable of assuring data integrity and protecting human subjects (Title 21 CFR Part 11). The DMP shall describe or reference description of responsibilities of the vendor with respect to collection, processing, management and, ultimately, integrity of clinical data and protection of human subjects or reference equivalent documents. (21 CFR Part 312.52). Please see the Vendor Selection and Management chapter for more information, including recommendations, minimum standards and best practices.

p) **Software Development Lifecycle procedures**

Procedures for development, selection, integration, testing, installation and change control of trial-specific systems and related activities should be described in or referenced by the DMP. Computer systems employed for study data collection, processing and storage are considered GxP regulated systems and as such require controlled management throughout the system lifecycle. Thus, procedures may use a risk-based approach considering system impact, complexity and novelty (GAMP 5).

The scope of validation of all systems used in the study should be stated in the DMP. Whenever details of systems’ validation are defined in other documents, references to those documents should be made. For example, organizations often define the details of validation in a Validation Plan which becomes the master document describing management of the system lifecycle. In these cases, validation summary reports are usually produced summarizing the course and outcome of validation. References to these documents or the SOP that governs them would be appropriate in the DMP.

q) **Change Control**

All post-release changes in computerized systems used in clinical studies should be implemented in a controlled manner and following the lifecycle management procedure defined in the SOPs and according to regulatory requirements. Where post-release
changes in the systems are required, the party responsible for system development and maintenance should evaluate the extent of required changes and should identify the elements that will, and could possibly be, affected by the requested changes. If required changes are acceptable, the change control process defined in organizational SOPs should be triggered. The CDM should make sure that the details of system modification, including evaluation of impact upon the study, are documented in, or referenced by, the DMP.

r) System interfaces

Integrations of systems used to collect and process data should be considered and planned from the early stage of the study. The need of integration and the technique used should be documented in the DMP. Systems commonly integrated include Clinical Data Management Systems, data warehouses, electronic Patient Reported Outcomes (ePRO) or Clinical Outcome Assessment (COA) systems, external randomization systems, drug supply systems, medical devices, central or site based Clinical Trial Management Systems, central laboratory or other central analysis systems such as central ECG reading. Such interfaces may employ varied configurations, management and data handling strategies. Please see the Integration of External Data chapter for more information, including recommendations, minimum standards and best practices.

s) Instrumentation, Calibration and Maintenance

Instrumentation used for data collection or processing used for a clinical study should be documented in the DMP. Procedures for selection, testing, distribution, training on operation, calibration, maintenance, and acquisition of data from instrumentation and personal or medical devices should be described in or referenced by the DMP. Data acquisition from devices should appear on study data flow and workflow diagrams. Traceability of data from devices requires that data be attributable to the actual device.

t) Privacy and Confidentiality

Protection of human subjects’ right to privacy and organizational procedures for maintaining confidentiality are required by multiple regulations applicable to clinical studies including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) security rule 45CFR160 and 45CFR164(A) and (E), The Common Rule 45CFR46, 21CFR50 and 56. By requiring de-identification for some data uses, HIPAA requires that those handling data in clinical trials understand where the rule applies and how to apply it. For example, drafting consent language around data use, handling subject withdraws according to consent and identifying and properly handling PHI in transferred data or on source documents. HIPAA also specifies that data access be restricted to “minimum necessary.” For example, access to data should be restricted to qualified and approved personnel. Safeguards such as these are needed to ensure privacy of records, regardless of the method in which the data is gathered. The DMP will describe or reference procedures for protecting privacy of

u) **System security**

The DMP should describe or reference procedures for the management of logical and physical security in relation to the systems used to manage and transmit clinical data. Systems security is a large concern in terms of assuring freedom from unintended and undetected adulteration of data, in terms of ensuring that information systems are accessible and available when needed for study conduct, and in terms of protecting human subjects’ right to privacy and study obligations for maintaining confidentiality. Facilities where paper and electronic data are stored shall be access controlled and secure, e.g., with access, fire and flood protection (21 CFR Part 11, HIPAA Security rule 45 CFR Part 160 and Part 164 a and c). Please see the Data Storage and Integration of External Data chapters of the Good Clinical Data Management Practices for more information, including recommendations, minimum standards and best practices.

While most data managers are not trained in design and implementation of information system security, as stewards of the data, they are professionally responsible for assuring that organizational procedures for information system security are in place or organizational and study leadership are made aware of a lack thereof, and that information system security is deemed appropriate for the study by the organizational authority such as an Information System Security Officer. In these matters, the data manager should assure that the study Principal Investigator (PI), who is ultimately accountable for breaches and other information system related risks to human subjects, (Zozus 2017; Title 45 CFR Part 46) is informed of and has approved information systems security procedures.

v) **Back-up and recovery**

Backup and backup testing of GxP relevant data and regular performance is required (Title 21 CFR Part 11). Further, as a common practice and as required of trial sponsors, organizations should maintain Business Continuity Plans and Disaster Recovery Plans to address all identified risks including disaster scenarios.(Calvert, 1996) The DMP shall include a brief description of data back-up and recovery or a reference should be made to the appropriate documents if documented outside the DMP. The DMP should describe or reference business resumption and disaster plans (Williams 2017).

w) **Data collection and recording**

ICH requirements (ICH E6 R2 4.9.0-2 and 5.0) necessitate that the quality management system extend to data origination. Clinical Data Managers may not have clinical experience or familiarity with documentation of routine care in medical records and clinical workflow issues that impact collection of data in clinical settings. The data manager will certainly have expertise of value and can significantly contribute to
specification of data collection and recording and design of quality management practices for data collection and recording. Further, the impact of data origination methods and processes on the quality of study data cannot be refuted. For these reasons, the DMP should specify or reference specifications for data origination, collection and recording.

\( x \) \textbf{Data processing}

Data collection and processing determine the quality of data upon which research conclusions are based and as such, are a main concern of regulators, sponsors, researchers, statisticians and data managers alike. (Knatterund 1988). ICH R2 further states that the procedures for a clinical study “individually and collectively permit evaluation of the conduct of a trial and the quality of the data produced” (ICH E6 R2 section 8.0). As such, procedures for data collection and processing, as well as objective evidence of the performance, are considered essential documents and shall be maintained as controlled documents (ICH E6 R2 section 8.0). For these reasons, the DMP data processing section should document or reference documentation specifying all operations performed on data and provide for maintenance of the objective evidence of such processing. Where such operations are performed by humans, the current version of these specifications should be accessible by individuals performing them. Operations performed on clinical data include:

- **Key entry and verification of machine processed entry**- Optical and language recognition processes. These include all manual updates to data values. Data checking that occurs during key entry and verification of machine processing should be specified or referenced by the DMP as should guidelines for manually performed entry and verification tasks. Please see the Data entry chapter of the GCDMP for more information, including recommendations, minimum standards and best practices.

- **Data cleaning**- Identification and resolution of data discrepancies. These include self-evident corrections to data values and imputations as well as other methods of data cleaning such as listing review, source document verification, computational monitoring for trends, medical review, or use of specialized data cleaning or review reports to identify data discrepancies. The DMP should state or reference study-specific edit check specifications (programmed and manual). Similarly, self-evident corrections should be specified or referenced by the DMP. Because self-evident corrections are made without the additional approval of the site’s data entry staff, the sites should (1) retain a list of allowed self-evident corrections and (2) should be able to access the audit trail documenting these corrections (ICH E6 R2 5.0.1).

- **Medical coding**- The process by which a verbatim term or originally recorded term entered in the eCRF is translated into a standardized medical term using a medical dictionary. (Shen 2015). Medical coding can be performed manually by a human, by an auto-encoder or as a hybrid process. The DMP should describe or reference the coding guidelines and
conventions used. Please see the Medical Coding chapter for minimum standards and best practices.

- **Transformations performed on data:** During the active phase of a study, transformations may be performed on data. Examples of such transformations include mapping data to different coding schemes or scales, calculation of new values based on existing data, or reformattting data. All transformations to be performed should be listed in or referenced by the DMP. Such documentation should include the algorithm for each transformation, the transformation process, and how occurrence of the transformation is documented.

- **Integration of externally managed data:** Data that is captured outside CRFs and sent electronically, such as central lab data, should be identified in the DMP. For each external data transfer, the DMP should specify or reference the following: specification of the sender and recipient, data transfer formats, data exchange standards, media and transfer schedule, security of transfers, data importing, data transformations performed during data extraction, and data transformations performed during loading. These detailed specifications of electronic data transfer may exist as a separate document for each data source. The DMP should specify or reference specification of reconciliation of external data with data in the clinical database, including checks for logical consistency of data and handling discrepancies identified through such reconciliation. Storage and retention of data received from external parties should be specified in or referenced by the DMP. Please see the Integration of External Data chapter of Good Clinical Data Management Practices for more information, including recommendations, minimum standards and best practices.

- **Data-assisted trial operations:** Study data may be used to support study operations and doing so often requires partial automation of clinical study processes through configuring data flow and workflow in information systems, programming or reporting. ICH R2 states that the procedures for a clinical study “individually and collectively permit evaluation of the conduct of a trial and the quality of the data produced” (ICH E6 R2 section 8.0). As a result, data-assisted (automated or partially automated) study operations such as safety event detection and reporting, blinding and unblinding procedures, detection and handling protocol deviations, detection and handling of cases for clinical event classification or review, should be listed in the DMP. For example, in the case of identification and handling safety events, alerts may be programmed to notify study team members when adverse events or serious adverse events are reported by sites. In this case, the information system may be programmed to conditionally make an SAE form available when AEs, indicated as serious, are entered. Special functionality may be added to facilitate site or coordinating center follow-up and reporting of AEs and SAEs. All of these require programming, testing and implementation. The DMP should specify or reference
specifications for data-assisted trial operations. Where pertinent, the GCDMP describes minimum standards and best practices for data assisted study operations.

Comprehensively specifying all operations performed on data is not new. (Knatterund 1988). In fact, a case study by De Leeuw et al. (1999) describing the evolution of the data management practices used during the conduct of the Scandinavian simvastatin survival mega-trial in 4444 patients exemplifies a similarly comprehensive plan. Based on the study, they concluded the following:

1. A “comprehensive definition of handling guidelines should be prepared before the study start. Since new situations will inevitably arise, however, clear procedures should be defined to determine how guidelines will be updated and what impact new guidelines will have on data already entered and reviewed. It should also be understood that it will usually be impossible to fully define final guidelines until the conclusion of a trial”;

2. Specific data review responsibilities should be defined prior to the study start and that a formal data management plan would have been helpful in this regard and should be a standard component of all clinical trials and should include clear guidelines, review tools, and operating procedures communicated to all project staff at the start of the study. (De Leeuw 1999) Brand et al (2015) conclude that a clinical trial that makes use of multiple electronic data collection systems (web based, smartphone, interactive voice recognition system) may require more DMP components than an early-phase study with few subjects that collects data on paper case report forms. (Brand 2015)

The DMP shall document or reference documented procedures for data handling processes from study initiation through archival (ICH E6 R2 4.9.0, 5.1.1, 5.5.3, 5.5.4). Procedures for collecting, handling, and quality management of critical data, shall be updated to reflect study changes (ICH E6 R2 8.3.2, 8.3.6).

\textit{y) Data Quality Control}

As an important component of the Quality Management System, the DMP, in conjunction with organizational SOPs, is an important instrument of Data Quality Assurance – it comprehensively specifies how data are collected and managed. Part of data quality assurance is one or more mechanisms for data quality control. In fact, ICH E6 R2 5.1.3 states that, “quality control should be applied to each stage of data handling to ensure that all data are reliable and have been processed correctly.” In fact, the concept that data quality control activities should be prospectively planned, conducted during the life of a study, and reported is not new. (Knatterund 1981) Thus, the process, tools, and reports that will be used to monitor data quality, should be described or referenced by the DMP, including aspects of data quality to be measured, the measures used, how data quality will be measured and reported, and any acceptance criteria. The process and end-of-study reports should document the quality of data at study conclusion, as well as
critical data quality issues discovered during the study and actions taken to remediate those data quality issues, and prevent and monitor for future occurrence.

z) **Database Lock and Unlock**

Database lock signifies that no further changes to data are expected and the corresponding removal of write access to the database. Un-locking a database is the reinstatement of write privileges for a specified and approved reason. There are instances where data update is needed after database lock. Un-locking may vary between sponsors, investigative institutions and study types. For example, in some institutions, a database may need to be unlocked in order to upload un-blinding data; this should be mentioned in the DMP. However, unlocking a database and making changes after a study has been un-blinded will understandably be heavily scrutinized and may call the objectivity of the study into question. The DMP should describe or reference procedures for database lock and unlock including study-specific criteria for locking and unlocking the database. Please see the Database Lock chapter for more information, including recommendations, minimum standards and best practices.

*aa) Data Archival*

The procedures for data archival should be described or referenced by the DMP. Such procedures include responsibilities for data archival, enumeration of the data to be archived, the data format for archival, how and when data will be transferred for archival as well as how receipt will be acknowledged, and how long data should remain in archival prior to disposal (Stiles 2014) Please refer to the Clinical Data Archiving chapter for more information, including recommendations, minimum standards and best practices. The DMP should describe or reference procedures for assuring that clinical investigational sites have and retain a copy of source data, data submitted to the sponsor, and changes to such data. ICH E6 states that, “The sponsor and investigator/institution should maintain a record of the location(s) of their respective essential documents including source documents. The storage system used during the trial and for archiving (irrespective of the type of media used) should provide for document identification, version history, search, and retrieval.

*bb) Issue or incident reports*

Unexpected events occurring during the trial that may impact the overall analysis of the study that cannot be documented or recorded in the database or not covered by any operational plans should be documented. These issues impact a sponsor or regulator’s ability to reconstruct a study. Thus, the DMP should provide the method of how these issues or incident reports will be handled and documented.
9) Role of the DMP in Audits

DMP as documentation that “individually and collectively permit evaluation of the conduct of a trial and the quality of the data produced” (ICH E6 R2 section 8.0) is commonly in the focus of audits and inspections. Organizations are expected to demonstrate compliance and the degree to which procedures defined or referenced in the DMP are followed (see Table 4). Deviations of the defined procedures may be reported as non-compliant and incur audit or inspection findings.

Table 4: DMP Table of Contents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study context and management</th>
<th>Reference to Supporting SOP expected</th>
<th>SOP generates study-specific procedures</th>
<th>Objective evidence / study-specific documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protocol Summary</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope of data management operations</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sources</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Identification and Management</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Definition and Processing</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data definition</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection and recording</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data processing</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumentation, calibration, maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key entry and verification of machine entry</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data cleaning</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical coding</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformations performed on data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of external data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-assisted trial operations</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data quality control</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy &amp; confidentiality</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Lock and Unlock</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Archival</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue or incident reports</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data systems used and version(s) used</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System access and privileges</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDLC procedures</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System interfaces</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System security</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-up and recovery</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10) Recommended SOPs

ICH E6 R2 5.0.1 states that, “During protocol development, the sponsor should identify processes and data that are critical to ensure human subject protection and the reliability of trial results.” This implies that organizations should map out the processes involved in
study design, start-up, conduct and closeout and make explicit decisions about which are considered to impact human subject protection and the reliability of trial results. Organizational processes may be partitioned differently leading to different scope and titles for SOPs. Though organizations may differ in how the processes are covered in their SOPs, below is a list of processes commonly considered to impact human subject protection and the reliability of trial results:

- Data Management Plan Creation and Maintenance
- Document Control (ICH E6 R2 8.0)
- System validation and functionality testing (ICH E6 R2 5.5.3 b)
- Data collection (ICH E6 R2 5.0)
- Data processing (ICH E6 R2 5.0)
- System maintenance (ICH E6 R2 5.5.3 b)
- System change control (ICH E6 R2 5.5.3 b)
- System security measures (ICH E6 R2 5.5.3 b)
- Data backup and recovery (ICH E6 R2 5.5.3 b)
- Contingency planning (ICH E6 R2 5.5.3 b)
- System decommissioning (ICH E6 R2 5.5.3 b)

11) Literature Review details and References

This revision is based on a systematic review of the peer-reviewed literature indexed for retrieval. The goals of this literature review were to (1) identify published research results and reports of evaluation of new methods regarding Data Management Planning and to (2) identify, evaluate and summarize evidence capable of informing the practice of data management plan creation and maintenance.

The following PubMed query was used:

"data management plan" OR "data management plans" OR "data management procedures" OR "data quality assurance") AND ("clinical trial" OR "clinical study" OR registry OR "observational study" OR "interventional" OR “phase I” OR “phase 2” OR “phase 3” OR “phase 4” OR “phase I” OR “phase II” OR “phase III” OR “phase IV” OR “first in man” OR “clinical research” OR “device study” OR “interventional trial” OR “phase 1” OR “phase 2” OR “phase 3” OR “phase 4” OR “phase I” OR “phase II” OR “phase III” OR “phase IV” OR RCT OR “randomized clinical trial” OR “non-interventional” OR “post authorization” OR “adaptive trials” OR “feasibility study” OR “phase 2/3” OR “phase II/III” OR “phase 2a” OR “phase 2b” OR “phase IIa” OR “phase IIb”

The search query was customized for, and executed on, the following databases: PubMed (34 results); CINAHL (7 results); EMBASE (88 results); Science Citation Index/Web of Science (27 results); PsychINFO (1 result); Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Guide to the Computing Literature (267 results); the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) (109 results). A total of 532 works were identified through the searches. The searches were conducted on January 13, 2017. Search results were consolidated to obtain a list of 482 distinct articles. Because this was the first review for this chapter, the
searches were not restricted to any time range. Literature review and screening details are included in the PRISMA diagram for the chapter.

Two reviewers used inclusion criteria to screen all abstracts. Disagreements were adjudicated by the writing groups. Twenty articles meeting inclusion criteria were selected for review. Two individuals reviewed each of the twenty selected articles and the eight additional sources identified through the review. Each was read for mention of explicit practice recommendations or research results informing practice. Relevant findings have been included in the chapter and graded according to the GCDMP evidence grading criteria in the table below. This synthesis of the literature relevant to data management planning and support transition of this chapter to an evidence-based guideline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Level</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Large controlled experiments, meta, or pooled analysis of controlled experiments, regulation or regulatory guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Small controlled experiments with unclear results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Reviews or synthesis of the empirical literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Observational studies with a comparison group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Observational studies including demonstration projects and case studies with no control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Consensus of the writing group including GCDMP Executive Committee and public comment process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Opinion papers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PRISMA** Diagram for Systematic Review Supporting the Data Management Plan Chapter
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